Premium VPN service giveaway
Who is concerned for his(her) privacy knows that the best protection out there is to use a
VPN(Virtual Private Network) service.
The Internet can be a veritable minefield for data theft and other attacks by hackers these days.
Protecting your online privacy just isn’t as easy as it used to be. To meet the increasing challenges of
identity theft in the Internet age, Kepard a relatively new but strong company offers the best VPN
service to help protect your computer from hackers and give you the peace of mind you need in your
work, communication, and everyday web surfing. Their service offers:
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Up to 256 Bit Encryption
Unlimited traffic
Unrestricted speeds
Offshore service provider
24x7x365 User support
NAT Firewall
Supports OpenVPN, L2TP, PPTP
Allows torrents and P2P on NL servers
Windows, Linux, MacOS, Android, iOS
Connections from five different countries

and a lot more. Special protocols like IPsec are used to tunnel the entire Internet traffic which will
be encrypted encapsulating an IP packet inside an IPsec packet. Simply said even your ISP can not
see what data and with what destination you are sending or receiving over your Internet connection
and therefore you can access possibly restricted websites at school or work. It’s practically
impossible for an attacker to access your VPN and even if your traffic is sniffed by somebody he will
only see encrypted data without any sense for him. Another advantage of using a VPN is that you can
access the Internet with another IP, not yours, so the visited websites can not see your real IP
assuring the anonymousness.
Kepard’s VPN services can be helpful—even necessary—for a variety of web users. The benefits of
data protection extend to more than just those using the Internet for the most secure work and
services, for whom online protection is an obvious must. Even the common web surfer can benefit,
as the VPN service protects computers against spyware, viruses, and other threats, and it also allows
access to sites that are restricted on available networks, such as those banned at the workplace or in
a certain region. Data protection is vital in an age when identity theft is becoming more and more
common, as well as more diverse in its effects. Identity thieves can take advantage of a range of
unsecured data, from login passwords to bank account information, leaving victims to foot the bill
for false expenses and claims. Taking advantage of Kepard’s VPN services can help you make sure
that never happens. Their services provide a combination of advanced online protection, high speed
connections, and server flexibility that can satisfy any customer’s needs.
Kepard offers customers only the best in data encryption and online protection, and for a limited
time, you have the opportunity to take advantage of that protection free of charge. Three winners
will get access to Kepard’s premium VPN account for 90 days, guaranteeing their computer’s
security and their own personal privacy at no charge for three months.

How to Enter
To enter the giveaway sweepstakes, just follow these steps:

1. Let us know why you should win by leaving a comment at the bottom of this article. Please don’t
forget to provide your real email address, it will be passed to Kepard and used to create the
premium VPN account.
2. Spread the word on Twitter by retweeting Kepard’s giveaway announcement: You can win 1 of 3
premium VPN accounts from @kepard (RT to enter).
3. Log onto Facebook and like Kepard Facebook page. That’s where the winners will be announced!

Details
This giveaway will end on May 1, 2013 when the winners will be randomly chosen using random.org
May the odds be in your favor!
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